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Background – education in England in 2011

• Sudden increase in school autonomy
• Very few studies with rigorous methodologies for measuring efficacy 

(fewer than 5 RCTs)
• Most research only available in academic journals 
• Scepticism on whether randomised controlled trials are possible – 

“Schools will never agree to be randomised”



The Education Endowment Foundation

Generation Mobilisation

Synthesis



Not enough evidence? 



Our approach – evidence generation

We fund ideas that:
• Focus on raising outcomes to narrow the 

poverty related attainment gap

• Build on existing evidence or widespread 
practice

• Examples include: financial incentives, parental 
engagement approaches, breakfast provision

We favour stringent trial conditions:
• Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) or QEDs

• Use process evaluations to understand “how” 
and “why” as well as “what” works. 

• Independence (separation of developers and 
evaluators)

• All reports published in plain language



Our approach – evidence generation



Lots of things don’t work!



Limited access to the evidence 
that does exist?



Evidence synthesis

How do we summarise evidence in a way that is trustworthy, 
accessible and actionable?

Risk 1: Only looking at some of the evidence leads to 
bias

Risk 2: Evidence can be hard to find or access



A comprehensive view of the evidence



Our approach: Evidence Synthesis

∙ The Teaching and Learning Toolkit
o An accessible summary of 

over 3600 studies, regularly 
updated with the latest 
evidence

o Summarising impact, security 
and cost of 30 different 
approaches

o Not a step-by-step recipe for 
impact but a useful 
reference point to be 
combined with professional 
expertise



Are academic publications the pathway to impact?



Are academic publications the pathway to impact?



Building from the evidence



Promise, risk, and gaps



Promise, risk, and gaps



Linking between generation, synthesis and mobilisation

Generation Mobilisation

Synthesis



Key takeaways



It is possible!

16,000+ schools, 
nurseries and colleges 
taking part (over half of all 
schools in England)

70% of senior 
leaders use EEF’s 
Toolkit

90%
of all primary schools 
found EEF resources 
useful during the 
pandemic

1.7m 
children 
involved in 
EEF projects



A global movement?


